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Abstract. Social vulnerability determines how natural hazards can turn into social disasters. However, large uncertainties

remain on how to quantify social vulnerability in a compact and comprehensive way. A principle component analysis (PCA)

combines many social indicators, such as population density or the level of education, into a single vulnerability index. Whether

the individual indicators increase or decrease vulnerability is usually based on consequential reasoning or derived from previous

studies. These assumptions are rarely tested for their applicability to the study area. In a case study for the Austrian federal5

state of Styria we observe no correlation between disaster damages and an initial vulnerability index which was based on

literature-derived assumptions about the influence of each indicator and following best practices for the PCA. We show that a

regression analysis of past damages can improve the interpretation of social indicators by better representing the local situation.

With the results from the regression-based analysis we can improve the PCA approach and only the updated vulnerability

index correlates with observed damages. This indicates that the use of a PCA-based vulnerability index requires a thorough10

understanding about the regionally specific influence of each indicator on social vulnerability to explain differences in disaster

damages.

1 Introduction

Current risk assessments recognize the importance of vulnerability as one of the key determining factors for natural disaster

risk. The fifth assessment report of the International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines vulnerability as the predisposition15

or propensity to be adversely affected (Agard et al., 2014). This broad definition leaves space for multidimensional concepts

of vulnerability and includes the impairment of human beings, their livelihoods, and assets (Olsson et al., 2014). The disaster

risk community originally defined vulnerability as the physical susceptibility of exposed assets to sustain damages (Thomalla

et al., 2006). Since then, the social dimension of vulnerability has experienced increased attention, not only in the disaster risk

community, but especially in the climate change adaptation (Birkmann et al., 2013) and risk management literature (Fuchs20

et al., 2012). Although social vulnerability became an essential part of vulnerability research, large conceptual differences of

social vulnerability remain.

Social vulnerability is seen as a multidimensional phenomenon encompassing a wide variety of concepts and approaches.

Various attempts have been proposed to define and assess social vulnerability. It is generally accepted that it is rooted in and

caused by a lack of adapting and coping capacity, a lack of resilience and/or a higher susceptibility towards natural hazards25
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(Cardona et al., 2012; Birkmann et al., 2013). This can manifest on different scales, from individuals and households to

communities, municipalities and whole nations (Tapsell et al., 2010). This multi-dimensionality of social vulnerability, a lack

of comparable data across regions and imprecise definitions of the term social vulnerability prevent a direct measurement of

social vulnerability. We can only approximate social vulnerability through the use of proxy variables. A popular approach is

the use of social indicators to capture different aspects of vulnerability and combine them into a single vulnerability index.5

The vulnerability index approach calculates vulnerability scores from social indicators, such as the share of elderly citizens,

the population density or the level of education. The relationship between the indicators and vulnerability is typically derived

from previous studies or assumed based on logical reasoning (Cutter et al., 2003). There are mainly two different ways to select

and combine indicators. In a deductive approach, a small set of well-defined indicators are selected, which should represent

the main dimensions of social vulnerability. In an inductive approach, one uses a factor analysis to calculate the statistical10

relationship between a large number of social indicators and select and weight the most important ones (Tapsell et al., 2010).

Because the relationship between indicators and vulnerability is usually unknown, a large amount of studies focus on the

inductive approach (e.g., Cutter et al., 2003, 2008; Armas, and Gavris, , 2013; Fekete, 2009; Khan, 2012; Koks et al., 2015;

Rogelis et al., 2016; Rygel et al., 2006; Yoon, 2012; Willis and Fitton, 2016). Within the inductive approach, a principle

component analysis (PCA) is the most common factor analysis technique. The composition of a PCA index includes certain15

design choices. Several studies have conducted sensitivity analysis to estimate which step in the construction of a social

vulnerability index based on PCA is associated with the largest uncertainties (Schmidtlein et al., 2008; Tate, 2012). Although

every step of the composition influences the results and needs to be justified, the weighting scheme of the individual indicators

and the principle components cause the largest deviations.

In this paper we construct a PCA-based social vulnerability index on a municipality level for the Austrian federal state of20

Styria. Initially, we assume an equal weight of each indicator and derive the sign of the influence from previous studies. The

access to a large database of per capita damages on municipality basis allows us to alternatively retrieve indicator weights

through the means of a regression analysis. For each municipality we regress the social indicators on per capita damages to

represent the place-specific circumstances. While previous studies used regression analyses to externally validate vulnerability

scores, to the author’s knowledge, this is the first time it is used to estimate individual indicator weights directly. We compare25

the results with the PCA index and subsequently use the regression coefficients to calculate an updated PCA index. This allows

us to explain a large share of the variability in disaster damages.

We structure the paper as follows: Section 2 describes the design choices for our calculation of a vulnerability index based

on a PCA. As an alternative vulnerability index, we present a regression analysis of social indicators against natural disaster

damages to calculate a regression analysis index (RA index). Both indices are applied in a case study. Section 3 provides an30

overview of the data used in our analysis. First, we describe the study area of the federal state of Styria consisting of 495

municipalities. Following is a description of all the available social indicators and their assumed influence on vulnerability.

Lastly, we describe the damage database. Section 4 compares the results of both vulnerability indices and presents an updated

PCA index that incorporates the results from the regression analysis. It also describes the sensitivity of the regression results

in relation to different hazard types. Section 5 discusses the results in comparison to other studies of social vulnerability and35
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details the limitations and advantages of our approach. Section 6 concludes that a PCA approach can only deliver meaningful

results if we know the place-specific influence of all indicators.

2 Methods: Quantifying social vulnerability

We calculate two different social vulnerability indices. First, we conduct a PCA to calculate a PCA vulnerability index with

equal component weights based on prevalent literature. Second, we perform a regression analysis and use the coefficients as5

indicator weights for the calculation of a RA vulnerability index with explicit weighting.

2.1 Classic Approach: The PCA index

A literature review revealed that most studies which quantify social vulnerability on the basis of social indicators use a PCA to

aggregate indicators into a social vulnerability index. A PCA reduces the dimensionality of the underlying data by transforming

the input data into a set of orthogonal vectors (the principal components). Each of the original indicators loads onto the principal10

components with a different weight. There are different possibilities to determine the number of components to retain for the

analysis. Most studies use the Kaiser criterion, i.e. the number of eigenvalues of the covariance matrix that are greater than one

(Kaiser, 1958). An improved criterion is based on a parallel analysis of a randomized matrix with the same dimensionality as

the original data. To remove spurious components, principle components whose eigenvalues are smaller than that of the random

components are removed (Franklin et al., 1995; Tate, 2012; Ledesma and Valero-Mora, 2007). In our case, both criteria advise15

to keep three principal components. For the further analysis one needs to estimate the influence of the principal components on

vulnerability, based on which original indicators load on the principle components. We use a varimax rotation to achieve higher

loadings on individual components, which helps to interpret the resulting components (Kaiser, 1958). Based on the loadings,

we assign each component a sign that reflects if it decreases or increases vulnerability.

The PCA vulnerability index is then calculated as the weighted sum of the scores of the rotated principal components for20

every municipality. This is the most crucial step in the calculation of a vulnerability index (Schmidtlein et al., 2008; Tate, 2013).

Proposed weighting schemes include equal weighting (Cutter et al., 2003), expert judgments (Vincent, 2004), explainable

variance weighted sum (Schmidtlein et al., 2008) or pareto ranking (Rygel et al., 2006). Since each method gives different

weight to the principle components, the resulting vulnerability scores can differ from each other. As there is no justification to

use one approach over the others, we opted for the simplest and most widely used, equal weighting.25

2.2 Regression Analysis: The RA index

Although the PCA index is based on the statistical relationship between social indicators, it still requires a priori knowledge

about the sign of the influence of individual indicators on vulnerability to interpret the resulting components. Typically, the

assumed influence is derived from other studies and study areas, based on expert judgments or based on logical reasoning. As

vulnerability is a dynamic notion, it is important to assess any indicator-based approach within the political, environmental, and30

socioeconomic landscape that it is being applied (Willis and Fitton, 2016). To weight the indicators appropriately, we conduct
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a regression analysis of each social indicator against per capita damages to infer their influence on social vulnerability in our

study area. We derive the per capita damages from the Austrian disaster fund, which covers damage from natural hazards and

is described in further details in Sect. 3.3.

Rather than analyzing the intrinsic characteristics of the social indicator variance, we relate the social indicators directly to

damages per capita. This ensures a direct measurement of an individual indicator’s influence on social vulnerability. The aim5

of the regression analysis is to see which indicators have a statistically significant influence and if they increase or decrease

vulnerability.

Initially, a multiple linear regression against per capita damages is done according to equation (1), where damage per capita

(DPCi) of municipality i is dependent on the standardized regression coefficients (β) times the P social indicators (SI) and

the error term ε.10

DPCi = β0 +
P∑

p=1

(βip ·SIip) + εi (1)

This simple regression does not take into account differences in disaster intensities and exposure of the individual municipali-

ties. The resulting coefficients can be strongly biased and overestimate the importance of individual indicators. To account for

differences in the number of affected households per natural disaster, we introduce the variable A. A is a proxy variable for

the disaster intensity, implemented as the number of disaster fund applications for a damage refund. A high number of applica-15

tions can indicate either large-scale events, which affected multiple households simultaneously, municipalities that have been

affected multiple times or both. Since the social indicators and the damage data are available for the years 2011 to 2014, we can

calculate a fixed-effects model, where we include the individual years as dummy variables. This captures all the differences

between municipalities that are not included in the social indicators and that do not change over time. Most importantly, this

includes differences in exposure, which we expect to play a major role but we do not expect to have changed over the short20

period of four years. The complete regression formula is

DPCi = β0 +β1Ai +β2C(year) +
P∑

p=1

(βip ·SIip) + εi, (2)

where C() denotes the categorized fixed effect dummy variables for the years 2011 to 2014. The resulting standardized β

coefficients are multiplied by the social indicators per municipality and summed up to derive a single RA score. The RA

vulnerability index is a vector of all individual municipality scores.25

As an additional robustness check we split the dependent variable into different hazard types. The available categories are

floods, landslides, storms and avalanches. The goal is to analyze which social indicators are hazard dependent and which are

hazard independent and if it is justifiable to aggregate over all hazard types.
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3 Data description

This section first describes the study area, for which the social indicators and the damage database were available. Following

is a description of the eleven social indicators used in this study and their assumed influence on social vulnerability. This is the

basis for the PCA approach. We then describe the damage database we used for the regression analysis.

3.1 Study area5

We conduct this study on the municipality level for the Austrian federal state of Styria. The analysis includes 495 municipalities

ranging from small and rural Alpine settlements with less than 200 inhabitants to the capital city of Graz with about 269,000

inhabitants (as of 2014). Because Styria’s landscape ranges from Alpine foothills to the steep topographic reliefs of the Alps,

it is exposed to multiple natural hazards. Fuchs et al. (2015) analyzed the exposure of Styrian buildings. 13.2% (50,419) of all

buildings are exposed to natural hazards. About half of these buildings are exposed to river floods and half of them to flash10

floods and torrential flows. Only 0.1% (460) of the buildings are exposed to avalanches, while 0.9% (3,712) buildings are

exposed to more than one hazard.

3.2 Social Indicators

The selection of social indicators determines how well a social vulnerability index can describe the actual social vulnerability.

However, the availability of suitable social indicators on a municipality level constraints the selection. Table 1 summarizes the15

eleven social indicators we use, their numerical range, and the expected influence on vulnerability. We collected the majority

of the indicators from Statistik Austria (2016). Although eleven indicators is at the lower spectrum of number of indicators

used for the creation of social vulnerability indices, they represent some of the most commonly used indicators across social

vulnerability studies (e.g. Armas, and Gavris, , 2013; Cutter et al., 2003; Frigerio and De Amicis, 2016). With our indicators we

can account for differences in municipality characteristics, the composition of different social groups and the social status.20

3.2.1 Municipality Characteristics

Our first three indicators depict basic municipality characteristics. Population density potentially increases a municipality’s

vulnerability, since densely populated areas are more difficult to evacuate and decrease the available space for adaptive measu-

res (Cutter et al., 2003; Cutter and Finch, 2008; Yoon, 2012). Linked to the overall population density is the average household

size, which states how many individuals share a household. Higher values are associated with larger families while lower values25

depict a larger share of single households, the latter of which are associated with a higher vulnerability due to fewer available

funds (Fekete, 2009; Rogelis et al., 2016). The number of fire station per citizens reflects a municipality’s ability to respond to

natural disasters. A higher ratio decreases a municipality’s vulnerability (Rogelis et al., 2016).

5
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3.2.2 Social Groups

We use four indicators that reflect the share of different social groups. The share of children (below 15 years) and the share

of senior citizens (above 65 years) both increase the vulnerability of a municipality (Cutter et al., 2003; Koks et al., 2015;

Rogelis et al., 2016). Not only are those groups less able to cope with disasters themselves, they also require the attention from

other people, who then themselves lack the ability to cope with the disaster. The share of woman increases vulnerability, since5

woman have on average less available funds and are less represented in voluntary disaster relief units (Morrow and Phillips,

1999). A high share of foreigners is generally linked to a higher vulnerability, since they are often hindered by cultural and/or

language barriers to respond to emergency situations (Cutter et al., 2003; Koks et al., 2015).

3.2.3 Social Status

The social status of municipalities inhabitants is reflected in another four social indicators. We include per capita tax payments10

as a proxy for the wealth of a municipalities inhabitants. Higher wealth allows for self-provisional protection measures and

also allows to more easily respond to natural disasters (Cutter et al., 2003; Fekete, 2009). Higher wealth therefore decreases

vulnerability, although the monetary damages can increase due to a higher number and value of exposed assets. On the contrary,

a high unemployment quota is associated with a lack of funds to prepare for natural disasters and cope with them and thus is

considered as a vulnerability increasing factor (Armas, and Gavris, , 2013). Better education decreases vulnerability, because15

higher educational levels are associated with higher income and also with a higher level of risk awareness (Cutter et al., 2003;

Rogelis et al., 2016). We measure education as the share of people having at least secondary education. A higher share of

commuters per municipality is associated with a higher vulnerability to natural disasters. Their occupational absence make it

difficult to respond to disasters in time and they are more dependent on a functioning infrastructure (Fekete, 2009).

3.3 Damage data20

For the evaluation of our vulnerability indices and for the regression analysis we worked with a damage database from the

Austrian Disaster Fund. In Austria, every damage from natural disasters above 1,000 C, which is not covered by insurance,

is eligible to be partially covered by the disaster fund. The dataset includes the number of applications, reported damages

and compensation payments for each municipality for the years 2011 to 2014. Compensation payments for our study area

were usually between 30% and 50% (average: 34% of damages). We worked with the reported losses from private damages,25

which include applications from households and private companies, but not communal losses. The latter are assessed separately

and are not available for this study. Considering the low insurance penetration rates across Austria (Holub and Fuchs, 2009),

we assume a constant share of private, uninsured to total losses across municipalities. Since we analyze relative differences

between municipalities, covering only a fraction of the total costs does not change our results.
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Table 1. Social indicators used for the analysis and their assumed influence on social vulnerability

Indicator Range (std.)
Assumed

influence

Population densitya 30–2620 km−1 (247) increase

Average household size 1.81–3.77 (0.34) decrease

Fire stations per citizensa 0–7.14 (1.21) decrease

Share of children 6.9–19.7 % (1.98) increase

Share of elderly citizen 10.1–38.7 % (3.5) increase

Share of women 38.3–56.0 % (1.7) increase

Share of foreigners 0.0–36.1 % (2.9) increase

Per capita tax payments 651–2,883 C(232) decrease

Unemployment rate 0.0–13.2 % (1.8) increase

Education 4.7–84.3 % (4.7) increase

Share of commuters 25.5–91.9 % (10.0) increase

a The numerical calculations use the reciprocal values, namely population sparsity

and citizens per fire stations

3.4 Data Preparation

Since our goal is to conduct a PCA and a regression analysis, we need to make sure that our variables approximate a normal

distribution. This is already true for most indicators except population density and fire stations per citizens, which we need

to transform. For the numerical analysis, we took the reciprocal values of these originally right-skewed indicators, namely

population sparsity (area per inhabitants) and the number of citizens per fire station, which approximate a normal distribution.5

In the discussion of the results, however, we will continue to use the labels of population density and fire stations per citizens,

as those more typical terms. The per capita damages and the number of disaster fund applications were also highly skewed.

Distribution fitting revealed that they follow a heavy-tailed distribution. By taking the logarithm of the per capita damages and

the disaster fund applications, we can approximate a normal distribution.

Since the indicators are measured in different units, the PCA would give more weight to indicators with larger values and10

higher variance. We need to normalize the indicators to compare them scale independently. Yoon (2012) analyzes the impact of

different linear transformations of social indicators for the use of a PCA and finds little importance of the chosen transformation.

We choose the z-score transformation, which subtracts the mean and divides by the standard deviation. We apply this rescaling

for the social indicators and the log-transformed per capita damages.
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4 Results

In this section we first describe the results of the PCA and how we interpret the components to calculate our initial PCA index.

We then describe the results of the regression analysis that lead to the RA index. We subsequently compare both indices with

each other and per capita damages. Finally, we make use of the results from the regression analysis to calculate an updated

PCA index that correlates well with per capita damages.5

4.1 Initial PCA index

Our PCA of eleven social indicators results in three principle components, which can explain 62% of the original variance.

Table 2 shows the main factor loadings for each components. To derive a single vulnerability score we need to add the principle

components in a way that reflects an increase in vulnerability with increasing scores. The first principle component is mainly

influenced by population sparsity and education. Both indicators load onto it with opposite signs. The negative absolute value10

of the first principle component can indicate either a badly educated or a densely populated municipality, both increasing

vulnerability. We interpret this component as an indicator of “urbanity”. We label the second component as “age”, which is

influenced by the share of children and the share of senior citizens. We add the absolute value, because a high share of either

group increases vulnerability. We interpret the third principle component as “wealth”, because the share of foreigners, the per

capita tax payments, the unemployment rate, and the share of commuters, have the highest loadings. Since all of indicators15

increase vulnerability and the majority load positively on “wealth”, no transformation was necessary for the last principle

component. Following the prevalent literature we applied no weights to the components and added them as in equation (3)

PCA index =−abs(PC1×SI) + abs(PC2×SI) + PC3×SI, (3)

where PC are the varimax-rotated principle component vectors and SI is a matrix of all indicators and all municipalities.

4.2 RA index20

We conduct a regression analysis as an alternative measurement of a vulnerability score and to estimate the influence of

individual social indicators on per capita damages. Instead of using the statistical relationship between indicators as represented

by the principle components, we use the social indicators directly. The fixed effects regression also includes the number of

disaster fund application as a proxy for disaster intensities. This approach allows us to explain 63% of the variance in per

capita damages. The resulting coefficients are then used as weights for adding the social indicators into a composite RA index.25

We find that only few indicators had a statistically significant (p < .01) influence on per capita damages (see Tab. A1 in

the appendix for the complete regression table). The only indicators that significantly increase vulnerability are the share

of commuters, the share of elderly citizens, and population sparsity. The citizens per fire station and the average household

size decrease vulnerability for per capita damages. Overall, population sparsity and the citizens per fire station are the most

important indicators, while the share of women, foreigners and children, the per capita tax payments, the unemployment rate,30
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Table 2. Main factor loadings of the social indicators onto the first three principle components. Interpretation is based on the indicators and

transformed to reflect increasing vulnerability

Name Social indicator Factor loading Interpretation Variance explained

PC1 Population sparsity −0.53 Urbanity 33%

Education +0.49 (−abs)

PC2 Share of children −0.60 Age 18%

Share of elderly citizen +0.62 (+abs)

PC3 Share of foreigners +0.54 Wealth 12%

Per capita tax payments +0.47 (+)

Unemployment rate +0.47

Share of commuters −0.45

and education show no significant influence (see Fig. 1). These results indicate that few of the chosen indicators actually

determine the differences in social vulnerability.

Although the effect (i.e. vulnerability increasing or decreasing) is as expected for most of the indicators, we can observe no-

table and important differences. The most influential indicator, population density, is associated with lower per capita damages,

contrary to our expectations. The opposite is true for the fire stations per capita, which, to our surprise, increase vulnerability.5

We will discuss the reasons in Sect. 5. The results also hold true when we differentiate between hazard types. While population

density and the fire stations per capita remain the most important indicators for all hazard types, the share of elderly citizens

is only important for landslides. Floods are the only hazard for which the share of foreigners decrease vulnerability statisti-

cally significant and the share of commuters increase vulnerability. This is likely caused by the fact that flood damages can be

avoided if people are at home or nearby. This is not true for landslides and avalanches which happen rapidly. The complete10

regression table for the hazard-specific regression can be found in Tab. A1 in the appendix.

4.3 An updated PCA approach

When we correlate the RA index with the PCA index we see a small negative correlation (spearmans r =−.12,p < .001),

but a moderate positive correlation with per capita damages (r = .44,p < .001). To analyze the discrepancy between the PCA

index and the RA index, we review the role of the individual indicators in the PCA approach. Originally, we attribute the first15

principle component (“urbanity”) a negative absolute influence on social vulnerability. Because we find population sparsity to

be the most important indicator and education insignificant, we update the contribution of “urbanity” to increase vulnerability

with population sparsity. We also subtract rather than add the last principle component “wealth”. The share of commuters is

the only significant indicator of it and it increases vulnerability, but decreases the value of the “wealth” component.
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Figure 1. Relative parameter weights calculated from a regression analysis of eleven social indicators against per capita damages. The 95%

confidence interval is shown and significance is based on p-values < .01. Negative weights decrease vulnerability, while positive weights

increase it. Fixed effects and disaster fund applications are also part of the regression, but are not shown.

The updated interpretation is captured in equation 4

updated PCA index = +PC1×SI + abs(PC2×SI)−PC3×SI. (4)

As a result, we observe a much better correlation between the updated PCA index and the RA index (r = .53,p < .001) and

per capita damages (r = .23,p < .001), see also Fig. 2. To account for the number of disaster fund applications as a proxy

for disaster intensity and fixed effects, we conduct a further regression analysis of all vulnerability indices against per capita5

damages. The results are summarized in Tab. 3. The initial PCA index does not improve the regression in comparison to an

approach without any vulnerability index. The updated PCA index shows an increase in the explained variance (R2 increases

22% from 0.41 to 0.50) compared to the initial PCA index and to the regression without any social indicators. But the updated

PCA index can not only explain even more of the variance, it is only the updated PCA index that has a highly significant

positive coefficient.10
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Table 3. Comparison of regression results from the different vulnerability indices against per capita damages. Applications are disaster fund

applications and year fixed effects are dummy variables for the individual years

no SI initial PCA RA updated PCA

Vulnerability index -0.06** 0.47*** 0.31***

(PCA or RA) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03)

Applications 0.62*** 0.62*** 0.64*** 0.64***

(0.93) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03)

Fixed effects

Year 2011 -0.30*** -0.32*** -0.20*** -0.39***

(0.09) (0.09) (0.08) (0.09)

Year 2012 0.09 0.09 -0.01 0.06

(0.06) (0.06) (0.05) (0.06)

Year 2013 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.07*

(0.05) (0.05) (0.04) (0.04)

Year 2014 -0.03 -0.03 -0.00 -0.01

(0.04) (0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Observations 807 807 807 807

adjusted R2 0.41 0.41 0.62 0.50

Standard errors in parentheses.

* p < .1, ** p < .05, ***p < .01
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Figure 2. Correlation between per capita damages and vulnerability indices. While the initial PCA index shows no correlation, the updated

PCA index shows a clear correlation and is more closely related to the RA index.
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5 Discussion

Although we have followed best practices in calculating a social vulnerability index via a PCA of social indicators, our initial

index performs poorly when we correlate it against per capita damages. Validation of vulnerability indices is a critical issue,

but is not always considered. While some studies interpret the indices as they are, other studies try to externally validate their

vulnerability index with independent proxy data (Tate, 2013). Mortality (Adger et al., 2004), economic losses (Schmidtlein5

et al., 2011) or the number of disaster declarations (Cutter et al., 2003) have been proposed as validation variables for social

vulnerability. Another approach is the internal validation of the index via a sensitivity study (Tate, 2012; Schmidtlein et al.,

2008). We used a mixed approach, where we used an external proxy (disaster damages) to calculate indicator weights and

internally compare the results to the results of a PCA. We find the initial correspondence between both indices is small due to

false assumptions about the influence of individual indicators in the initial PCA approach.10

Contrary to our expectations, we identify the most influential indicator, population density, as a vulnerability decreasing

factor. A considerable amount of literature classifies population density as a factor that increases vulnerability (e.g. Mazumdar

and Paul, 2016). We identify three reasons why we observe the opposite. First, densely populated areas are better protected,

since implementing adaptation measures is more cost-effective in such areas. Second, we measure damage as damage per

capita. While this makes it possible to compare large and small municipalities, it also decreases the importance of individual15

damages in large (and typically more dense) municipalities. If a disaster affects only few citizens in a large municipality,

even if individual households experience large losses, per capita damages in the whole municipality remain low. Third, we

measure social vulnerability only as monetary damages. This neglects the fact that other, non-monetary effects can be more

severe. For instance, densely populated areas are considered more vulnerable, because they are more difficult to evacuate. This

influences individual stress levels, but does not necessarily result in higher monetary damages. Our initial assumption that20

densely populated areas increase vulnerability was based on individual and a priori factors, but neglected the aggregate effects

on a municipality level that already addresses some of the issues.

For most of the other indicators, we can not find an influence on social vulnerability as measured by per capita damages.

This, however, does not have to mean that those indicators are unimportant for social vulnerability. For one, their effects

on vulnerability are well documented and might already be addressed by the municipalities. For example, we expect a high25

share of children to have an effect similar to a high share of elderly citizens. However, parents are aware of their children’s

vulnerability and take precautionary measures to resist natural disasters. We also observe a hidden influence for the share of

women. First, the share of women is expected to increase vulnerability mainly through secondary effects like lower income

levels. Second, the share of women does not substantially fluctuate between municipalities in Styria and differences are more

difficult to observe in a regression analysis. Again, our initial assumptions did not take into account that higher vulnerabilities30

might already be addressed or differences within some indicators are less distinct than for other indicators.

A disadvantage of using social indicators as proxies for social vulnerability also arises from the fact that they are aggregate

measurements in specific units. For example, education has been identified as an important factor of social vulnerability,

because it is linked to risk awareness, income and thus an increased ability to prepare for and respond to damages. Yet, we only
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measured education as the share of citizens having at least secondary education. This neglects a lot of the different concepts

of education. We observe another example for the importance of the measurement unit for the fire stations per capita. We

measure fire stations per capita as a variable that reflects the coping capacity of a municipality. Although that should decrease

vulnerability, we observe that a higher number of fire stations per citizens increases vulnerability. However, we only collected

the number of fire stations without any details about their size or their equipment. This shows that we need to be careful when5

we derive social vulnerability from indicators. Although their conceptual influence is in one direction, we might measure a

different aspect. With the knowledge of these limitations and the true influence of our indicators on per capita damages, we can

improve the results of the PCA approach considerably.

Some of the ambiguity of social vulnerability is also caused by the various definitions of vulnerability to what. Most studies

that quantify social vulnerability from social indicators do not specify the risks and negative outcomes associated with natural10

disasters. Negative outcomes are thought of as an aggregate from direct damages to non-economic losses such as the loss of life

or traumatic disorders. This makes it difficult to analyze since the detailed processes leading to vulnerability differ substantially.

We specifically focus our social vulnerability assessment on per capita damages, representing direct and monetary damages

resulting from natural disasters. We did not include differences in the physical vulnerability, which can be substantial for direct

costs (Papathoma-Köhle et al., 2011; Merz et al., 2010). While we see the concrete definition of vulnerability as the propensity15

to suffer direct, monetary damages as one of the main advantages of our research, it is also the biggest limitation. Our study

does neither address the indirect costs, nor intangible effects (direct and indirect) (Meyer et al., 2013). For these kinds of costs,

differences in the social vulnerability might play a more important role than it does for monetary damages.

6 Conclusions

We have seen that a vulnerability index based on a PCA of social indicators can only give meaningful results if we consider the20

place and domain-specific circumstances. We have used a regression analysis to estimate the true influence of social indicators

on per capita damages in a case study of Styrian municipalities. Not only is the influence of most indicators insignificant, but

it can even have an effect contrary to general assumptions. The units of measurement, unobserved secondary effects and the

considered outcome variable can all influence the importance of individual indicators.

Therefore, indicators need to be reviewed on a per case basis with keeping in mind how social vulnerability is defined and25

in what unit the indicators are measured. Although a damage-dependent regression analysis might seldom be possible, with

the right choice of indicators and their influence, a PCA based vulnerability index can relate closely to disaster damages. This

should encourage future research to focus attention on few, but decisive indicators for which their influence is well-defined

rather than include an excessive number of indicators whose local influence is unknown.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Complete regression table of log(damage per capita) against the number of disaster fund applications (log(Applications)), yearly

fixed effects and eleven social indicators.

All Flood Landslide Storm Avalanche

log(Applications) 0.6428*** 0.6841*** 0.4793*** 0.6889*** 0.4597***
(0.0224) (0.0267) (0.0348) (0.0511) (0.0713)

Fixed effects
Year 2011 -0.2044*** -0.1830* -0.4073*** 0.0259

(0.0776) (0.0967) (0.1239) (0.1568)
Year 2012 -0.0104 0.0416 0.0995 0.0535 -0.5823***

(0.0494) (0.0529) (0.0739) (0.1070) (0.2048)
Year 2013 0.0597 -0.0047 -0.0157 0.1574** 0.0858

(0.0377) (0.0517) (0.0549) (0.0770) (0.1291)
Year 2014 -0.0025 0.0125 -0.0453 -0.0470 -0.1544

(0.0358) (0.0426) (0.0601) (0.0920) (0.1050)
Social indicators
Share of children 0.0418 0.0165 0.0904 0.0368 0.1121

(0.0349) (0.0439) (0.0587) (0.0800) (0.0977)
Share of senior citizens 0.1482*** 0.0246 0.1741*** 0.1348 0.1247

(0.0392) (0.0534) (0.0625) (0.0925) (0.1370)
Share of foreigners 0.0163 0.0733** 0.0145 0.0040 -0.0538

(0.0299) (0.0369) (0.0406) (0.0818) (0.1255)
Unemployment rate 0.0032 -0.0951*** 0.0825** -0.0087 0.0256

(0.0267) (0.0365) (0.0396) (0.0604) (0.0724)
Share of women -0.0015 0.0502 0.0144 -0.0277 0.1328*

(0.0272) (0.0348) (0.0402) (0.0657) (0.0767)
Share of commuters 0.0814*** 0.1390*** 0.0229 0.0713 0.1745*

(0.0299) (0.0372) (0.0478) (0.0663) (0.1020)
Average household size -0.1451*** -0.2364*** -0.1593** -0.1286 -0.1156

(0.0419) (0.0550) (0.0699) (0.0885) (0.1140)
Citizens per fire station -0.2366*** -0.2570*** -0.3717*** -0.1885*** -0.1901*

(0.0258) (0.0349) (0.0413) (0.0410) (0.1028)
Education -0.0007 -0.0377 -0.1166*** 0.0299 -0.0846

(0.0265) (0.0351) (0.0388) (0.0625) (0.0793)
Population sparsity 0.3452*** 0.3907*** 0.1844*** 0.3323*** 0.4466***

(0.0322) (0.0381) (0.0552) (0.0681) (0.0891)
Per capita tax payments -0.0102 0.0221 -0.0290 -0.0895 0.1252

(0.0283) (0.0338) (0.0409) (0.0766) (0.1193)

Observations 807 456 431 181 125
adjusted R2 0.62 0.70 0.53 0.61 0.47
F-statistics 87.96 71.57 33.03 19.86 8.78
Prop(F) 6e-157 1e-107 2e-61 1e-29 2e-12

Standard errors in parentheses.

* p < .1, ** p < .05, ***p < .01
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